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The Los Lonely Boys are made up of the three remarkable Garza brothers: Henry on guitar,
Jojo on bass, and Ringo on drums. This trio of brothers has been making music together since
they were small children and now they have a decade of professional experience under their
belts, as well as a huge dedicated fan base that crosses every music genre.

  

The Los Lonely Boys write, sing, and play music drawn from diverse sources, blending their
influences into a seamless style. Weaned on Tex-Mex, country, blues, and rock pioneers like
Richie Valens, Chuck Berry and Fats Domino, and such pop music giants as The Beatles. The
Los Lonely Boys expand those solid basics with red-hot guitar playing, percolating rock and
Latin rhythms, and dynamic interplay and luscious vocal harmonies, as all three brothers also
sing, to produce songs widespread with engaging hooks, expressive lyrics, and melodic
sumptuousness.

  

The trio of brothers lit up the New York stage with their “Texican brand” of rock and roll,
exclusively for Network LIVE. The Los Lonely Boys certainly left their mark on NYC with songs
from their new album ‘Sacred’ which hits stores July 18th. 

  

The Los Lonely Boys closed the show with fans singing along and dancing to an encore
performance of their hit song “Heaven.” Watch the live performance exclusively on AOL Music
Friday, July 14th starting at 6am EST.

  

The Set list for the incredible Los Lonely Boys Live performance from the Bowery Ballroom in
New York, only on AOL Music; includes:

  

Oi ya mama sita 

  

Smell the roses 

  

Hollywood
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Man to be 

  

Never met a woman 

  

Diamonds 

  

ONDA 

  

Superstitious (Stevie Wonder cover) 

  

My Way 

  

Crazy Dream 

  

Heaven 

   

Friday, July 14th starting at 6am EST Click on www.aolmusic.com/loslonelyboys  to watch the
exclusive live performance of Henry, Jojo and Ringo, the amazing Los Lonely Boys, Live
performance from the Bowery Ballroom in New York; only on AOL Music.
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